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section one: introduction 3

The Opsis Sustainability Action Plan is a collaborative effort with 
the AIA 2030 Commitment. It reflects Opsis’ commitment to 
create sustaining and inspirational architecture that nurtures the 
qualities of place and supports a future of prosperity and health for 
nature and human life on the planet.
 
Founded in 1999, Opsis has held environmental sustainability as a 
core value and primary focus for how we practice architecture. Our 
Sustainability Action Plan expands our definition of sustainability 
to include the advancement of a sustainable practice through 
research and measurement, regenerative design, and inclusivity in 
the pursuit of social justice. 
 
The framework of the plan is a step-by-step outline to inform our 
clients and guide project teams as they consider the broad range 
of issues that impact sustainability. Critical among these are the 
social and economic goals that are integral with environmental 
sustainability.

This is a doctrine of what we believe in and how we aspire to live 
both our professional and personal lives. We invite you to join us.

sustainability action plan
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The Scale of Human Influence on Earth is 
Immense.

Since the advent of the Industrial Revolution, we have rapidly 
become a big world on a small planet, altering the carbon, water 
and nitrogen cycles while permanently changing the chemistry 
of our oceans. We have lost 38 percent of the planet’s forests 
triggering a mass wave of extinctions. While the Industrial 
Revolution propelled human progress to extraordinary levels, it has 
come at an extraordinary cost to our environment and ultimately to 
the health of all living things. 

The places where we live, work, learn, and play have contributed 
to some of the greatest ecological impacts on our planet. We are 
still growing, with more than 60 percent of the area projected to 
be urban in 2030 yet to be built. Have we outgrown our natural 
ecosystem? We believe the answer does not have to be ‘yes’ 
- growth, development, and prosperity are possible within our 
existing support systems on Earth.

What if We Could Reconnect to our Biosphere,  
While Allowing All Communities to Prosper?

We envision a place where our lives and livelihoods can thrive 
with healthy and productive ecosystems. We understand the 
urgency to exercise leadership in creating the built environment. 
We are altering current practices, to not only reduce the depletion 
of natural resources, non-renewable energy sources, and waste, 
but to regenerate natural resources and healthy environments. 

light, beauty, delight 
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A Home for Collaboration

Our studio—built without walls—knits us together into a cohesive 
team. We encourage active community involvement within the 
studio and throughout the greater Portland area and Pacific 
Northwest Region. As a studio we grow and learn from one 
another through project collaboration sessions, community 
service, studio-wide meetings, continuing education sessions, 
webinars, lunch presentations, and conference. We reach out to 
the greater community by volunteering our time at a number of 
local organizations, as well as providing pro-bono design support 
for nonprofits, schools, and cultural institutions. Our 920 Gallery 
provides free exhibition space for local artists and community 
events. We strive to foster a culture of:
 › Team-based practice with open design discourse
 ›  Exploration and innovation balanced by feasibility 
 › Individualized staff development
 › Outreach beyond the studio to achieve diversity and develop 
collaborative partnerships

 › Supporting civic engagement that enriches the quality of life 
within our community

Whether it is working to solve Portland’s homeless problem or 
addressing the regional food economy, the various missions 
of our local clients often become our passions. We respond 
by embracing educational outreach and advocacy within the 
community.

creating culture

Opsis entertainment at the firm Celebrating milestones at the firmOpsis food bank volunteers

Sustainability charrette for interactive build-a-burger activity
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Taking Sustainability to Heart

Following its renovation in 2004, the building was 
selected by the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance 
and New Buildings Institute to take part in a national 
study. After providing five years of energy performance 
for analysis, it was found that the Lovejoy Studio 
outperformed its design energy model by 38 percent, 
and outperformed the code compliant, baseline 
comparison building by 57 percent. Later the project 
received 92 out of 100 from the US EPA’s Energy Star 
Program.

studio for innovation

Field Study

Sustainable practices are integral to our design work and our 
studio environment. We renovated the Lovejoy Building—
constructed in 1910 as stables for the historic Marshall-Wells 
Hardware Company—to provide ground floor retail space and 
a second floor to house the Opsis studio. The building serves 
as an ongoing field study, putting sustainable strategies into 
practice while improving our understanding of the applications, 
design, and optimization of systems. 

Awarded LEED Gold certification, the 19,500 square foot 
building embodies sustainability. Daylighting and passive 
ventilation reduce demands on the building systems. We 
were early-adopters of the radiant heating and cooling 
slab a system that provides superior thermal comfort while 
consuming substantially less energy than conventional 
systems. Windows and 14 skylights allow natural light to reach 
the depths of the building. Roof ventilators with dampers 
located opposite the operable windows promote a stack-
effect exhaust of hot air and improve ventilation. Automated 
night-air-flushing minimizes the need to mechanically cool the 
building. Brick and concrete surfaces provide ample thermal 
mass moderating temperature swing, holding in the daytime 
heat of the winter and nighttime cool of the summer. Roof top 
solar panels power workstations.

Water Conservation

Using our studio as a testing laboratory, we have 
studied the performance of a variety of water-saving 
appliances and equipment over an extended period 
of time. Each restroom offers different low-flow toilets, 
faucets, and urinals for comparison of quality and user-
experience in addition to water savings. In the kitchen, 
a high-efficiency two-drawer dishwasher uses only two 
gallons of water for each cycle. The building also offers 
a convenient shower for staff, equipped with a low-flow 
shower head.

Optimizing a High Performance Building

Office-wide energy is monitored using a real-time 
Energy Detective system. Information gathered 
includes energy expenditures and offsets from the 
rooftop solar array. Individual energy use is tracked 
in two-week increments through plug load monitors 
installed at workstations. Our internal Green Team then 
analyzes the data for trends. By comparing weather 
patterns, exterior temperatures, staff working hours, 
and other parameters, we can more effectively predict 
our office energy use and identify opportunities for 
enhancing operational performance and efficiency.
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opsis workplace

Waste Not

Our comprehensive waste reduction plan sets a goal 
of eliminating internally generated waste from the 
landfill. We compost food scraps to upcycle would-be-
waste into a resource. We embrace digital methods of 
sharing information, but when printing is required our 
staff is encouraged to print in black and white, double-
sided, or on single-side reuse paper. 

We recycle batteries, printer cartridges, and metal rings 
from old product binders, in addition to more common 
materials. Workstations are outfitted with a recycling 
container in lieu of trash receptacles, motivating 
individual waste reduction and raising collective 
awareness of the waste-not mentality at Opsis.

Sustainable Food Sourcing

Our Catering and Food Purchasing policy favors 
family-style shared meals and the use of locally-
sourced and organic ingredients in order to reduce 
food waste, support local economic growth and 
promote sustainable food systems. 

Maintaining an active hive has long since been a 
unique show of the studio’s commitment to natural 
systems. In the past, the office hosted a Honey 
Harvest where employees and family members were 
invited to help with the harvest and enjoy fresh honey. 

Alternative Transportation

Opsis recognizes team members who choose 
alternative methods of transportation and support a 
carbon neutral vision. Ample secure bike storage, a 
shower and changing room, and a repair kit are all 
available to cyclists. 

Opsis provides incentives in various ways to employees 
who commute in more sustainable ways. To encourage 
use of bus, MAX, and streetcar transportation, Opsis 
reimburses employees 50% of a monthly TriMet or 
C-Tran pass. We reward those who bike or walk to 
work 80%or more of the time with a Commute Bonus.

 
Bike More Challenge
We look forward to participating in the annual Bike More 
Challenge, striving to outdo ourselves from the year 
before. Together the studio logs daily commute miles and 
competes against other design firms in what has become 
an added challenge, “The Belluschi Cup.”

In 2015 Opsis hit the following marks:
 > 1,964 miles biked in 247 trips
 > 1625 cubic pounds of CO2 saved
 > 96,240 calories burned

Lovejoy bicycle storage
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design philosophy

01 / Integrative process
Utilize the Integrative Process ANSI Consensus 
National Standard Guide 2.0 to assess our current 
integrated design activities and identify areas for 
refinement and enhancement.

02 / Setting quantifiable goals
Set quantifiable sustainable design goals for each 
project based on established programs and tools, 
even when a project is not pursuing certification.

Process

Sustainable thinking is an integral part of how we think, create, 
and plan each project. While we utilize the most current metrics 
and tools, we don’t rely solely on them to shape design. Our 
decision making is based on an understanding of the client’s goals, 
program, local climate, ecological conditions of a site, and the 
available resources from the site, community and region.

A collaborative and integrated team process fosters the design of 
the most sustainable projects. We organize boundary-breaking 
visioning workshops where we listen, question, and work together 
with the owners, users, engineers, landscape architects, lighting 
designers, and other disciplines to understand the big pictures 
early in the project. Through this process we discover integrated 
solutions that resolve dynamic problems.

Integrated design is an iterative process that follows the span of 
a project, from predesign through operation. During conceptual 
design, each client is encouraged to begin with a discovery phase 
goal-setting workshop. All key stakeholders participate in order to 
establish initial principles, metrics, benchmarks, and performance 
targets in four fundamental categories: habitat, water, energy, and 
healthy indoor environment. Progress towards meeting these goals 
is periodically reviewed and evaluated. In this manner, we proceed 
from whole building system strategies, working through increasing 
levels of specificity, to realize more optimally integrated solutions.

During the design of the Reed Performing Arts Building, design team 
members and Reed staff worked side by side. 

Collaborative design led to the beloved winter garden at Portland 
Community College (right) and Reed Performing Arts Building (left).SHARE

CREATEDIALOGUE

COLLABORATE

PROFIT

PEOPLE

PLANET
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energy sustains life

01 / The 2030 challenge
Exceed targets of the 2030 Challenge: Reduce the amount 
of fossil-fuel based energy:

2020: 80% reduction
2025: 90% reduction
2030: Carbon Neutral

02 / Net-positive energy
Assess every project for the possibility of meeting the Living 
Building Challenge criterion for net-positive energy.

03 / Performance modeling
Perform Energy Modeling on:

75% of projects by 2015
100% of projects by 2020

Rising to the challenge

Opsis is committed to meeting the energy reduction targets of 
the 2030 Challenge in an effort to reduce energy consumption 
and greenhouse gas emissions. The first step in energy reduction 
is through conceptual planning and passive design strategies, 
followed by improved material selection, building envelope design 
and detailing, thoughtful daylight design, and efficient lighting, 
equipment, and appliances. After the demands of the building 
have been curtailed, the energy demands are met by using on-site 
and community-scale renewable energy technologies. Occupant 
behavior and the operations and maintenance of the building are 
also crucial considerations for achieving high-performance results.

Hood River Middle School learning garden, green house and rooftop photovoltaic array

At PCC Rock Creek sheep graze along side 
photovoltaic array powering the campus

A

G

B

D

E

F

C

I

J

H

A Photovoltaic array
B Grazing animals
C Living Machine
D Structured wetlands
E Learning garden
F Wind turbines
G Geothermal loop
H Treated wetlands
I Renewable electricity 
J Ground source 

heating/cooling water
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precious water

We are Committed to Conserving Water
Water is a finite resource. Too often, water is thought of as a waste 
product, an ‘issue’ to be dealt with as quickly as possible. We wish 
to challenge that perception; to work with, not against, the natural 
water flows of the site and its surroundings. The ultimate goal is to  
meet the carrying capacity of the site’s natural water systems to  
supply all of the water for the building and site; and to clean and  
return water to its natural system once it has served its purpose.

Hood River Middle School students observe the water capture system

01 / Net positive water
Assess the potential of every project for achieving net-
positive water according to the Living Building Challenge 
criteria for quantifying water input and output from the 
building and site.

02 / Liquid conservation
Establish water use reduction target for every project. 
Each project should achieve LEEDv4 Water Efficiency 
prerequisites at a minimum.

03 / Applied strategies
Reduce the amount of potable water used in all projects 
through a combination of strategies:

> On-site sourcing: graywater, rainwater, and condensate.
> Independently certified, low-flow fixtures.
> Reduction of water usage for irrigation. 
> Equipment cooling systems and specialty equipment.

At Hood River Middle School, water moves through a cycle of evaporation, condensation and precipitation. The multiple looped systems includes rainwater, 
stream water, stormwater, irrigation water, waste water and drinking water.  

B

A

C

E

F

G

D

A Rainwater  •  B   Stream water  •  C   City water  •  D   Irrigation water 
E   Waste water  •  F   Blackwater  •  G   Stormwater

section three: design goals
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healthy buildings

A

B
C

C

C C

G
H

I

01 / Transparent Ingredient Reporting
Utilize HPDs, Declare Labels, and EPDs to inform material 
and product selection.

02 / Material Selection
Phase out products with chemicals of concern from in-
house material library.

03 / Red List
Remove Red List materials from all projects by 2020.

04 / Life Cycle Analysis
Perform whole-building life cycle analysis (LCA) based on 
the LEEDv4 credit requirements.

D

A   Ecoroof •  B   Terrace  •  C   Operable Windows  •  D   Natural Ventilation  •   E   Thermal Mass   
F   Radiant Floor •  G   Ventilation Exhaust  •  H   Skylights  •  I   Canopies

We are Committed to Using Healthy Materials and Systems

section three: design goals

Opsis shares the vision of the Living Building Challenge: we envision a future where 
all materials in the built environment are regenerative and have no negative impact 
on human or ecosystem health. The first step in reaching that vision is to increase 
consumer demand for better products. We support this movement by demanding 
public data that is presented in a fair and consistent format for building materials and 

products as an important step for supporting better informed purchasing decisions. 
To this end, Opsis has issued a letter to our product manufacturers asking for 
transparency in their materials via a Health Product Declaration (HPD) and/or an 
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD).
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enhancing habitat

Woven into the Sonoran Desert of Arizona, the Coyote Center utilizes building forms, earth mounding, and native desert planting to create shaded places for people and enhanced habitats for the surrounding desert species. 

01 / Biophilia
Allow the seven “attributes of nature” to guide and inspire 
our design.

02 / Bird-friendly Design
Utilize the Portland Resource Guide for Bird-Friendly Building 
Design to incorporate strategies that reduce the probability 
of bird collisions.

03 / Site Assessment
For every project site, perform a preliminary site analysis for 
water quality and habitat opportunities for mutually beneficial 
nutrient exchange and reduced impervious cover.

04 / Sustainable Sites Initiative
Use the SSI as a framework for guiding site development 
and design.

Biophilic Environment
Preserving habitats is our obligation not only to other species with 
whom we share our planet but to ourselves. We think of ourselves 
as a part of nature, not apart from nature. We believe that access 
to nature is a basic human need;  architecture has the ability to 
evoke the sensory rich qualities of nature that elevate our spirits and 
inspire us to preserve and conserve the world around us.

Caption re: ZOO site planning for habitat preservation.

Resilience Motion Serendipity Variations Sensory Prospect & Refuge

section three: design goals
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resiliency

Systems, Communities and Buildings
Resiliency is the capacity of ecosystems, communities 
and buildings to adapt and regain vitality in the face of 
disturbance. From climate change and food security to 
natural disasters, we live in a dynamic and challenging 
world. By addressing resilience through a broad lens, 
we endeavor to prepare for social, economic, and 
environmental changes and stresses at a variety of scales, 
from the immediate to the long-term.

Oregon Zoo Education Center

The Education Center supports the Zoo’s mission to 
inspire respect for animals and action on behalf of the 
natural world. The theme “Small Things Matter” guides 
the visitor through exhibits that demonstrate how our 
daily actions make a difference in the legacy of a healthy 
planet - advancing the highest level of animal welfare, 
environmental literacy, and conservation science. A 
variety of interactive outdoor spaces - native planting, 
stormwater bioswales, a nature play area, and a 
contemplative forest zone – are complimented by the 
bird-friendly design of the building’s exterior. Hands-
on classes in the Backyard Habitat demonstrate how 
homeowners can participate in habitat recovery through 
the Audubon Society’s certification program. The 
Education Center is designed for Net Zero annual energy 

01 / Resilient Design Institute
Allow the Resilient Design Principles to guide and 
inspire every project

02 / LEED Pilot Credits
Utilize the suite of LEED pilot credits on resilience 
design for:

> Assessment and Planning for resilience
> Design for Enhanced Resilience
> Design for Passive Survivability

use, with an extensive rooftop solar array, an eco-roof, 
passive ventilation cooling strategies, and aggressive 
energy efficiency targets. By using a combination of low 
flow fixtures and captured rainwater, the use of potable 
city water is reduced by 55 percent.

Resilient Design Principles:
>  Foster strong community education programs to build 

understanding of natural resource systems.
>  Optimize use of on-site renewable energy.
>  Rely on annually replenished water resources.
>  Promote strategies that protect the natural 

environment to enhance resilience for all living 
systems.

Ecotrust’s The Redd on Salmon Street

The Redd, an urban food hub located in a restored 1918 
ironworks in Portland’s central eastside, is helping the 
institutional buyers who feed our most vulnerable - school 
districts and hospitals - make the shift to nutrient-dense, 
locally-grown food. By enabling a farm-to-table web, 
the Redd is creating jobs and restoring land, water, and 
habitat while mitigating climate change.

Resilient Design Principles:
>  Deliver food security through regional food systems
>  Mitigate climate change
>  Support land/water/habitat restoration
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advanced tools

0 25 10050 75

percent hours where illuminance is >28 fc measured at desk

Energy and Daylight Modeling
While extremely important, traditional analysis tools 
used by engineers require a level of detail that is often 
unknown until the beginning of design development or 
construction document phase. As a result, we rely on 
years of experience to inform early design decisions 
that impact natural ventilation, daylighting, and solar 
orientation. Thanks to more recent developments of 
simulation software designed for architects, we now 
have the analysis tools to model comparative energy 
and daylight schemes during early conceptual design 
phases. Through early and often iterative modeling and 
sustainable analysis we are better able to identify gaps 
and improvement opportunities and connect energy 
performance directly to architecture design.

The analysis should start at the earliest stages of 
design to provide each project team relevant, iterative 
feedback while a design is still evolving, in order to 
optimize:

> building envelope
> orientation 
> form
> shading and daylighting

December 21st at 3:00 pm, winter solstice
modeling results: reduced daylight levels
solution: optimize window location and size to capture low 
winter sun.

March 21st at 3:00 pm, Spring Equinox
modeling results: balanced light levels
solution: none required

June 21st at 3:00 pm, summer solstice
modeling results: overlit
solution: implement shade and glare control measures

Sefaira Daylighting Study
Opsis ran daylighting studies 
during early conceptual design for 
Woodburn Success High School. 
The seasonal equinoxes and 
solstices were analyzed together 
with annual averages for strategies 
that would achieve minimum light 
levels and visual balance while 
reducing glare. The analysis above 
shows the results of a footcandle 
study, one of several metrics used. 
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measuring success

Sustainability Metrics
We utilize green building evaluation metrics whether the project 
is seeking certification or not. We give preference to consensus-
based, proven programs that value transparency. As energy and 
green building codes become more rigorous, we continue to find 
value in programs that push well beyond the latest baseline, require 
third-party review for verification, and that provide a framework 
for achieving holistic sustainable design that addresses the triple 
bottom line. 

Performance Evaluation
As active partners with our clients, our involvement in a project 
continues beyond occupancy.  We seek to track and measure the 
performance of every project in order to verify an aggressive set of 
performance metrics.  We have implemented a Post-Occupancy 
Evaluation (POE) into our design processes in order to gather and 
analyze energy, comfort and water use data amongst many other 
metrics. Through personal interviews and anonymous surveys, 
the POE also allows us to learn more about which features of the 
building are working well, what might have been done differently 
in retrospect, and if there are any opportunities to improve the 
building’s function by making modifications. We can:
>  Identify areas for improvements to operations, maintenance, 

and training
>  Improve design guidelines and help inform owner on 

improvements for their own design guidelines
>  Educate ourselves and our consultants 

Theatre performance in atrium at Reed College Performing Arts Center

Inspiration: Building reinforces my 
connection to work, and those who work 
with me

Making it real
Opsis completed a POE on Reed Performing Arts Building in order to understand the effect of sustainable features 
implemented in the building on the building occupants and their creative processes.

Light: Quality of light is generally pleasing 
throughout the building

Flexibility: Spaces are sufficiently adaptable 
to encourage experimentation

Thermal Comfort: Atrium is comfortable in 
terms of temperature

Thermal Comfort: Workplace is 
comfortable in terms of temperature 

strongly 
agree

neutral strongly
oppose
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Trusted Advisors
We reject the notion that sustainability inherently involves 
sacrifice. Instead, we leverage the environmental, 
financial, and social synergies within each project to 
positively influence the triple bottom line for our clients. 
With this outlook we strive to be a trusted advisor, 
deepening our clients’ understanding of the market 
drivers that make sustainability an important component 
in their business model. We facilitate a decision making 
process that recognizes the costs and benefits of various 
design options within the context of the overall cost of 
ownership, always seeking ways in which projects can be 
ecologically, economically, and socially profitable. With a 
holistic design approach, we enable our clients to make 
smart decisions that apply sustainable, high-performance 
design throughout all stages of their projects—design, 
construction, and operations.

Renovation is the Greenest Building
Studies have shown that when comparing buildings of 
equivalent size and function, building reuse almost always 
offers environmental savings over demolition and new 
construction. Adaptive reuse or simple rejuvenation of an 
existing building stock can inspire the public to recognize 
the possibility and beauty in the overlooked or dilapidated 
patches of their community fabric. We recognize not only 
the intrinsic energy embodied in these tired or neglected 
structures, but also their inherent value as unique relics 
of a place and its culture; providing opportunities to 
reveal a community’s past while strengthening its future. 
Using past and current projects as a guide, our studio’s 
leadership will determine strategic targets for growth in 
renovation work that align with our 2030 goals.

Socially JUST
We are making social equity and justice an integral part of 
our business. Opsis utilizes the JUST Program, a social 
justice evaluation tool and voluntary disclosure program 
created by the International Living Future Institute, as 
a process to help us measure our impact and learn 
where we can more effectively take action. Businesses 
are uniquely positioned to influence and advance social 
justice and equity issues within their communities. By 
embracing a relationship of reciprocal trust with our 
clients and workers in the building industry and beyond, 
we are helping pioneer better practices of transparency, 
fairness and equity within our own community.
 

We position our studio as a leader in the effort to create communities, environments and buildings that embody the 
principles of a low-carbon, environmentally responsible, socially equitable method of development. The history of Opsis 
is one of exploration and commitment to sustainable environments. By being an early advocate for sustainable design, 
we have been able to learn from our initial green projects and propel the knowledge gained into more aggressively 
sustainable work, staying at the forefront of the design industry.

long-range perspective
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sources

The following sources were utilized in the formulation and research of this plan:

LEED v4 Reference Guide for Building Design and Construction, USGBC, 2013 http://www.
usgbc.org/resources/leed-reference-guide-building-design-and-construction

Center for the Built Environment (CBE) for post-occupancy research and support  http://www.
cbe.berkeley.edu/

Integrative Process (IP) ANSI Consensus National Standard Guide© 2.0 for Design and 
Construction of Sustainable Buildings and Communities, 2012, http://webstore.ansi.org/
RecordDetail.aspx?sku=MTS+2012%3a1

Resilient Design Institute, for resilient design strategies,  http://www.resilientdesign.org/

Biophilic Design: The Theory, Science, and Practice of Bringing Buildings to Life 1st Edition, by 
Stephen R. Kellert , Judith Heerwagen , Martin Mador

Living Building Challenge v3, International Living Future Institute

Advanced Buildings/ New Building Guide, 2015, New Building Institute, http://www.
advancedbuildings.net/newconstruction

The Health Product Declaration® Collaborative (HPDC), http://www.hpd-collaborative.org/

SITES v2 Reference Guide for Sustainable Land Design and Development, Sustainable Sites 
Initiative, http://www.sustainablesites.org/

WELL Building Standard™,  International WELL Building Institute™ (IWBI)

PV Watts Calculator, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, http://pvwatts.nrel.gov/

The Red List, International Living Future Institute, https://living-future.org/redlist

JUST the Social Justice Label, http://justorganizations.com/



Based in Portland, Oregon, Opsis Architecture was 

established in 1999. Our mission is to advance our client’s 

vision with inclusive and inspired design elevating the 

human experience and nurturing the environment through 

the enduring art of architecture.

We practice sustainable design as an integral component 

of our work, advancing new economically viable 

strategies. We have a deeply rooted value that our 

responsibility as design professionals is not only to 

maintain the integrity of our environment, but to improve 

it through our work. Opsis is a recognized leader in the 

Northwest for sustainable design, having designed the 

first two Net Zero Certified buildings in Oregon. Our office, 

the Lovejoy Studio Building was one of the first LEED 

Gold certified projects in Oregon and serves as a learning 

lab for development of practical green design practices.

920 NW 17th Avenue

Portland, OR 97209 

503.525.9511 

opsisarch.com




